
1. Heritage Collection
An exploration of Moncton’s Heritage via simple to more complex games 

From an ‘I spy’ game with the youngest to a more detective oriented search with the oldest, this station explores
Moncton’s history through our artefacts collection. This station can be adapted to a specific subject at your request. 
 

2. Mezzanine Floor Map
a. For grades k-5: a fun game involving our giant floor map of Moncton

Recognizing that shapes, figures, and the use of different colors are all featured on maps as a form of language, this
‘find it’ game will encourage students to communicate through symbols.  
 

b. For grades 6-12: a challenge based on our giant floor map involving map reading skills
Although most of us now rely on digital map searches or GPS information to find an address, it hasn’t always been
that way. Using the City Paper Map and the Mezzanine Floor Map, this station uses a fun challenge to introduce
students to more traditional ways of navigation.
 

3. Temporary Exhibits
High-quality exhibits with accompanying educational material
       Resurgo Place annually hosts three to four temporary exhibits that travel from different museums across the country,      
       offering various subjects and themes to explore. Visit our website to see current and upcoming exhibits!

SCHOOL GROUPS

Welcome to Resurgo Place, where Moncton heritage, technology and
discovery intersect!  The museum has a lot to offer and we will work
with you to help meet your curriculum outcomes. 

Our end-of-year School Groups Program, offered during the months of
May and June, includes your choice of 4 stations (max) among the
options listed below! Your class will be divided into smaller groups, with
every group spending 15-20 minutes at each station. Unless otherwise
specified, stations can be adapted to all ages. 

Program

December 2022 update
Subject to change(May - June)



$3 per student 
Free for chaperones based on ratio

Monday to Friday
2 hours

4. Moving Science
A safe and interactive demonstration of air movement (includes the hovercraft)

At this station, students will have the opportunity to learn about the different ways we collect and use air to move
objects. Students will not only be introduced to our Vortex Cannon, Rocket Bowling and Hovercraft – they’ll be given
the opportunity to try them out!

5. Craft Time
For grades 1-7 (adapted to age group): a short craft period to build something with your own hands

Part art, though mostly science, our crafts are a fun way to build a keepsake and learn while doing it! Crafts include
parachute cup, static electricity butterfly, paper rocket, and various paper planes. Your crafts could also be used in the
Transportation Discovery Centre!
 

6. Backwards Brain Bike
For grades 8-12: This bike turns left when you move the handlebars to the right!

All through our lives, we develop reflexes to help keep us safe. Consequently, a lot of what we do on a bicycle
becomes instinctual… but what happens when our instincts trick us? A short demonstration followed by a hands-on
experience for a few keen students.

7. Transportation Discovery Centre
A highly interactive way to explore buoyancy, wind power, air pressure, and robots!

Our main attraction. Students will have access to our wind tunnel, rocket launcher, submarine challenge and remote-
controlled robots to discover and learn some basics about science.

Capacity
50 students
+ chaperones based on ratio

20 Mountain Road
Moncton NB Canada
E1C 2J8

Health and Safety
Masks optional
Social distancing encouraged
Sanitization ensured

May - June

Rates

Getting Here

Resurgo Place - Visitor Services
(506) 856-4383
info@resurgo.ca

ContactChaperone : Student Ratio
Kindergarten
Grades 1 - 5
Grades 6 - 12

1 : 5
1 : 10
1 : 15

Barrier-free access
Bus parking
Centrally located
Washrooms

Special Activities and Projects
You have an idea for a special activity
or project for your class? We would love
to hear it!

Amenities Free Visit for Teachers
The best way to learn more about Resurgo
Place is to see it for yourself. Teachers are
offered a one-time free admission.

(recommended max)


